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We welcome all membership inquiries from prospective Catholic gentlemen.
For membership information at Riverview Council please contact either
Deputy Grand Knight SK Lawrence Masserant at deputygk@riverviewkofc.org
or Grand Knight SK Mark Lauer at grandknight@riverviewkofc.org.
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GRAND KNIGHT’S MESSAGE

In every Council’s existence, there are some milestones that stand out
in memory. Those include, chartering, first meeting after chartering,
first new member after chartering, first events, first anniversary and so
on. To these our Council can proudly add first Double Star award. For
the 2011-2012 fraternal year, Supreme Knight Carl Anderson made it
official and awarded Riverview Council its very first Double Star award.
Carl indicated in his letter that we were one of just 362 Councils who
had achieved this level of performance. He goes on to say, “I would like
to thank you and your council members for your hard work and
determination in helping our Order to grow.”
In the previous years of our existence, this level of performance seemed
to be out of reach. While we generally have met our membership
quotas, doubling our quota just seem completely unrealistic. I think this
goes to show everyone what we can achieve when we put our minds to
it. For me, the most gratifying thing about the past year is that it truly
was a team effort. We had many members bringing in their very first
recruit. That is the way we achieved this award, not having a “star
recruiter” among our members.
Now that we have achieved this level of performance our task ahead in
the coming year is to meet our quota once again and perhaps go
beyond it, all the way to Double Star.
God Bless!

RETURN TO INDEX
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Field Agent on Benefits

Single PremiumWhole Life
Insurance
This choice of life insurance offers Liquidity, Safety of
Principle, and Tax Efficiencies!
A SPWL insurance policy can be the perfect choice for
people who want to maximize the amount of money
they leave to their heirs while still maintaining control of
their money.
A SPWL Policy offers:
· One premium guarantees lifetime benefits
· Access to your funds (Cash Value)
· A great CD or Annuity Alternative
· A guaranteed immediate increase to your
estate
· Aviods Probate with a named beneficiary
· NO MARKET RISK
Contact Me For More Details
Thomas.F.Jackson@kofc.org.
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RETURN TO INDEX

POPE JOHN PAUL II ASSEMBLY
Fourth Degree News from the Navigator
Mid-August, we reached the Dog Days of summer. Our first assembly
meeting is behind us now. We had a light turn out for it; hopefully it was
due to vacations and members out of town. We need September’s
meeting to have a better turn out. Our next meeting will be on
September 5, 2012 at 7 pm, officers at 6:15 pm. Come on down we’ll
keep it short and on point.
We made donations with our proceeds from the ‘Texas Hold-Em” held in
June. We sent them to Piquette Square Vets, (Southwest Housing
Solutions), Archbishop for the Military Services, and OLOW Packages
for Troops program... We will be holding another Texas Hold Em this
September. We need help running it; you can sign up to help at our
meeting.
On August 18, 2012 the Michigan State Council Knights of Columbus
held their Installation of the State Leadership. Keep our new leaders in
your prayer’s they need all the support we can give them. The All Saints
Installation with Mass at St. Alfred Church, and Installation / reception at
their council hall was a great success.
Our Color Corp Commander Stan Dyl informs us they current have three
(3) schedule fall outs September 16, at Saint Henry’s Church, and
MSGR Van Antwerp Ass. #0475 will hold a Fatima Rosary at Champaign
Park, Allen Park, Mi. on Oct. 13th There will be a Mass for Commerce at
Sacred Heart Seminary This will be Division #1 Fallout on Oct. 17, 2012
Looking forward to seeing all our members at the next meeting
September 5, 2012
Till then may God Bless and Keep You.
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RETURN TO INDEX

Knight of the Quarter

Family of the Quarter

RETURN TO INDEX
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GOOD OF THE ORDER
OUR DECEASED:
Brother Clifford Moening
Sir Knight Edward Wesolowicz

OUR SICK, DISABLED:
Sir Knight Dominic Mancini
Brother Ed Korte
Lady Jane Curry
Lady Jeanette Swisz
Lady Carol Korte
Pray for all of our Military Soldiers, Living and
Deceased, and for their families.
May God keep them safe. Amen.

RETURN TO INDEX
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